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Abstract

Marriage is a bond that forms a family within society and the state. With the existence of marriage can realize the welfare and happiness between humans. In a marriage, the husband or wife certainly brings assets called innate assets. So, before the marriage takes place, the prospective husband and wife make a marriage agreement which is a form of agreement made between one party and another and there is no coercion from any party. This study aims to find out how the process of making a marriage agreement deed and to find out whether the marriage agreement has legal consequences for third parties. The type of research used is empirical juridical with primary data and secondary data. Data collection techniques with interviews and observation. The results of the study show that in Law No. 1 of 1974 concerning Marriage, what is unanimously mixed are assets acquired during marriage. As for inherited assets, they remain under the authority of each unless mutually agreed upon by the husband and wife to be united in joint property. In the marriage agreement besides binding the husband and wife, the marriage agreement is also binding on third parties. So, this is a third party is very interested.
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A. INTRODUCTION

Marriage is a relationship between a man and a woman that is recognized as valid based on the applicable marriage regulations.1 Marriage is a bond that forms a family within society and the state. With the existence of marriage can realize the welfare and happiness between humans.2,3

In a marriage, the husband or wife certainly brings assets called innate assets.4 According to article 35 paragraph (2) of Law no. 1 yr. 1974 concerning Marriage, inherited property is property acquired by each husband and wife before marriage, as well as gifts or inheritance received from third parties during marriage. So, before the wedding takes place the bride and groom make a marriage agreement which is a form of agreement made between one party and another and there is no coercion from any party.5

Marriage agreements can be a means of minimizing separation.6 This can be intended to provide protection to the assets brought by the wife. If at the beginning of the agreement it was planned that there would be a divorce, then one of the parties is burdened with obligations, which is what will make him think again about filing for divorce.7 Because divorce is something that is not wanted by everyone or in a household,8 while people who only dream or want wealth will think long and hard if it is suggested by the existence of the marriage agreement, with this, of course, they will reject the clause because the goal cannot be achieved and This can be classified as a violation of decency.9

The marriage agreement must be drafted in written form, and made before the marriage is carried out, and the entry into force of this agreement starts from the marriage is carried out. This agreement is attached to the marriage certificate and an inseparable part of the marriage.

certificate, and this agreement is made by mutual consent, made in writing, ratified by a civil registry employee, and is not allowed to conflict with law, religion and decency.

Article 29 of the Marriage Law states that a marriage agreement is an agreement made at or before the marriage takes place and further explains that the marriage agreement must be ratified by a marriage registrar. The marriage agreement is a means of protection in the event of unwanted things. Through this agreement, husband and wife can determine their respective assets that are under the control of each. It is contained in article 1320 of the Civil Code, the validity of the agreement in the agreement requires 4 conditions, namely: 1) Agreed those who bind himself; 2) Ability to make agreements; 3) A certain thing; and 4) A lawful reason.

This agreement can be made in written form, both signed private deed, household affairs papers and other writings designed without the assistance of a public official, or in the form of an authentic deed drawn up in a form that has been regulated by law or before a public official authorized by law. In making this marriage agreement, it is made by an authorized official, namely a notary. In Law no. 2 yrs. 2014 concerning Amendments to Law no. 30 yrs. 2004 Concerning the Office of a Notary, a Notary is a public official authorized to make authentic deeds and has other authorities as referred to in this Law or based on other laws.

A notary is a public official who has the authority to make authentic deeds regarding agreements, stipulations, and all actions desired by interested parties. The notary must also be responsible for ensuring the date of making the deed and storing important files.

A notary in making a marriage agreement is very necessary, because in making a marriage agreement it regulates many things, especially regarding assets. After making a marriage agreement, this must be reported at the VAT Office which covers the area where the marriage took place, which aims to fulfill the principle of publicity.

B. METHOD

The type of research used by researchers is empirical juridical which uses a qualitative research approach, where the data obtained from the field becomes the main data source, such as: 10


as the results of interviews and observations. Data obtained directly from interviews with Notary Ricky Sanjaya, which focuses on the problem, which means directed to find the right solution. By using descriptive qualitative where the data obtained will be described and linked to the problem under study, then explain it in detail and clearly.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Making the Marriage Agreement Deed at the Notary

Client A1 has agreed with a woman named A2 at the Notary Office and PPAT Ricky Sanjaya, SH, M.Kn. in making the Deed of Marriage Agreement on date xx-xx-xxxx. By making the Deed of Marriage Agreement, the parties have agreed to hold a separation of the provisions regarding assets in marriage or joint assets of husband and wife. The parties are also free to determine the desired legal form for the assets that are the object.

Based on the provisions of Article 29 regarding the marriage agreement as stipulated in Law no. 1 of 1974 that marriage agreements may be made at or before the marriage takes place. In this case, the process of making the Deed of Marriage Agreement made at the Notary Office and PPAT Ricky Sanjaya, SH, M.Kn. in written form as follows:

a. The prospective husband and wife who will carry out their marriage previously visited the Notary's office to arrange the preparation of the Deed of Marriage Agreement.

b. Then the prospective husband and wife convey their intentions and objectives to the Notary.

c. After conveying these aims and objectives, the prospective husband and wife are asked to complete documents as an administrative requirement to be able to make a Deed of Marriage Agreement.

d. Bring complete KTP and KK. As for prospective husbands and wives of different nationalities, they must bring a KITAS or PASSPORT.

e. The completeness of the requirements brought by the prospective husband and wife will be checked by the Notary to be equated with the original.

f. The notary will invite the prospective husband and wife to be questioned regarding the contents of the marriage agreement that has been agreed upon so that it is included in the draft marriage agreement, if the complete identity of the prospective husband and wife is correct.

g. When the draft of the marriage agreement has been completed by the Notary, the draft will immediately be given to the prospective husband and wife to read and understand in advance the intent of each sentence and the articles in it.

h. When it has been read and understood, the Notary will ask the prospective husband and wife whether they agree with the contents contained in the draft made by the Notary.

i. If the draft has been approved, the Notary will read out the deed according to the day and date at that time.

j. If it has been read out and there are no more changes, the deed is ready to be signed by the prospective husband and wife, which the notary will then make a copy of.

k. Then if the couple is Muslim, then a copy of the marriage agreement that has been made at the Notary must be brought to the Marriage Registrar (PPN) to be ratified, whereas if the couple is of a non-Muslim religion then it is legalized by the Notary and recorded at the Civil Registry Office (KCS). Not later than 60 (sixty) days before the wedding took place or when the marriage took place, namely when the marriage was carried out according to Article 2 paragraph (1) of the Marriage Law. VAT will record the marriage agreement in the margin column of the marriage certificate provided.

l. If the marriage agreement was made before or at the time the marriage took place when the marriage agreement certificate has been ratified by the PPN and has also been registered at the district court clerkship, then the marriage agreement is valid for husband and wife, and also applies to third parties. In the event that the marriage agreement has not been registered with the district court clerkship and has not been recorded in the marriage certificate of the husband and wife, the third parties may assume that the husband and wife are carrying out the marriage in a mixture of assets.

m. In this way, the validity of the marriage agreement is when the marriage agreement has been registered at the district court clerk's office and the marriage agreement has been recorded, on the marriage certificate by the KCS officer. This marriage agreement can regulate matters regarding the distribution of assets, child custody, division of household expenses, and can even be a problem solving tool in the household that is consciously made by both parties. The marriage agreement can be used as a benchmark if something unexpected happens. The positive and negative impacts of the marriage agreement are as follows:

a. Positive impact:

1) With the existence of a marriage agreement, household life will be more orderly. In this case, you can make an agreement on the separation of inherited assets with the prospective husband and wife. In addition to property issues, the marriage agreement can also regulate the rights and obligations of the husband or wife in marriage, work, and the prohibition of committing violence in the household. If it is felt that the contents of the agreement are out of sync, the couple can terminate the marriage agreement.
2) Property and debt problems can become serious when a couple agrees to divorce, with the existence of the marriage agreement it is regulated that the husband's assets and debts are the property and responsibility of the husband, and vice versa.

3) With this marriage agreement, it is easier for couples to build a new business. This happens because the assets that are counted are not in the name of one person, but each person's name.

b. Impact Negative:
   1) In this case selfishness is one of the negative things that can boomerang for a couple, because it shows the individualist side of one of the couples. One of the married couples can be more powerful because they have excess wealth.
   2) The next negative thing, namely having an affair or having fun with wealth, this often happens due to the lack of care about the resulting wealth, after the married couple. Ideally the husband cares more about the possessions and vice versa.
   3) Excessive fear can also cause fear to live life together. It must be remembered again, if you have agreed to get married, it means you are ready to accept a partner under any circumstances.

In this research, the contents of the marriage agreement are not all of the husband and wife's assets combined into joint property, but only part of the husband and wife's assets, which are the profits/losses obtained during the marriage. The assets brought into the marriage and the assets acquired throughout the marriage are still personal property and are not included in joint assets.

As for the contents of the Marriage Agreement Deed made by a non-Muslim husband and wife made before a Notary and the author analyzes each article, namely:

   First, Separation of Property, between husband and wife there will be no partnership of property, not only no partnership according to law, but partnership of profit and loss, partnership of results and income as well as partnerships in any form whatsoever are expressly abolished. The author analyzes in this article 1, it is in accordance with article 144 of the Civil Code. Because it is emphasized that there will be no material partnership, profit-loss partnership, income-generating partnership, and partnership in any form. As well as with this agreement, the husband is not entitled to the results and income of the wife.

   Second, all assets of any nature brought by each party in the marriage or acquired during the marriage due to purchases, inheritance, grants/gifts and/or in any way remain the property of each party that brought and/or obtained them. Wealth and debts of each party, even though they occurred before and after the marriage was carried out, remain the rights or responsibilities

---

of each party. That the parties have brought the following items: The first party: 1) Car; b) house; c) Stocks. The second party: 1) House; 2) Jewellery. In Article 2 number 1, when viewed based on article 176 of the Civil Code, it is appropriate. Due to the words "...grant/gift --- and/or in any way remains the property of each party who brings and/or obtains it", the grant given is absolute and conditions are not permitted that require the gift item refunded if these conditions are not met in the future.23 Furthermore, in Article 2 number 2 according to the author this is appropriate, where this has been confirmed in Article 1 of the Marriage Agreement, where all expenses and debts generated are for the benefit of the household and costs for educating and caring for children resulting from marriage, both carried out by both husband and wife, these expenses and debts are the responsibility of the husband.24 Then in Article 2 number 3 explains what assets the husband and wife bring into the marriage, where the said assets are assets that will be protected by the marriage agreement.25

Third, proof of ownership, movable property which the parties obtained from and for whatever reason after the marriage took place, must be proven by proof of ownership or written evidence. In the absence of such evidence, the First Party cannot state that the items are his, while the Second Party can state the existence of these items or their prices with other evidence in the form of witnesses. If there is no written evidence, then for the parties or their heirs, other evidence or general knowledge is considered and accepted as valid evidence. In the event that a dispute arises regarding the ownership of an object in the form of a right to show or a movable object, where each party cannot prove its ownership, it is deemed and accepted that the said objects belong to the parties together, each for a share which is the same size. This assumption must not harm third parties. The author analyzes that it is appropriate according to Article 165 of the Civil Code because movable property obtained after the marriage takes place, must prove it with proof of ownership or written evidence. This must be stated explicitly in the deed of marriage agreement that has been signed by a Notary. As well as in the deed there are also profits and losses and income. In number 2 confirms that if there is no documentary evidence or other evidence it is considered and accepted as valid evidence. The author also analyzes that in number 3 where property disputes whose ownership cannot be proven will be divided into two equal parts. The author analyzes in number 4 that third parties should not be harmed. If the implementation occurs as number 3 but in the future there is a third party who feels aggrieved and turns out to be able to prove ownership, there is no agreement on who should be responsible for the loss. For this reason, it is better if movable property obtained from marriage must be proven by proof of ownership or written evidence, so the husband and wife are both obliged to return the item according to the ratio obtained.

Fourth, parties, wealth and debts of the Parties that occurred before or after the marriage took place, remain the rights or obligations of each. Each party has the right to manage and control his own personal property (property), whether movable or immovable, and the free enjoyment of his income and has the right to take legal action in any form whatsoever over his personal property without the need for any assistance or approval from other parties. The First Party is prohibited from relinquishing the property rights of the Second Party without the consent of the Second Party, likewise the Second Party is prohibited from relinquishing the property rights of the First Party without the approval of the First Party. The author reviews this is permissible because the rights regulated in this article only regarding personal property which have been explained in the previous articles, where the personal property is protected by a marriage agreement, this is in accordance with articles 141 and 144 of the Indonesian Civil Code. Civilian Law. Numbers 1 and number 2 are emphasized by number 3 where the husband cannot relinquish his wife's rights without the wife's consent and vice versa, this is in accordance with article 141 of the Civil Code.

Fifth, obligations of the Parties, the First Party is obliged to protect the Second Party and provide everything necessary for household life according to his ability. The Second Party is obliged to manage household affairs as well as possible. According to the author in number 1 this is in accordance with article 103 of the Civil Code, which states that the husband is obliged to protect and facilitate his wife in fulfilling household needs. In addition, the wife is also obliged to manage the household, and the wife must help each other and help each other.

Sixth, costs, expenses for household needs, for educating and caring for children born from their marriage are borne by the First Party. Expenditures for the purposes mentioned above carried out by the Second Party, are deemed to have been made with the approval of the First Party. Debts and bills from other parties arising from the costs mentioned above, must be borne and must be paid by the First Party, and the Second Party cannot be billed or sued regarding this matter. According to the author, article 6 number 1 of the marriage agreement is permissible, where this article is an interpretation of article 5 number 1, which is in accordance with article 103 of the Civil Code. Likewise with number 2, where the expenses incurred by the wife for the benefit of the household are considered valid by the husband, because it is the husband's obligation to facilitate the wife in running the household, which is in accordance with article 103 of the Civil Code. As for number 3, where the costs and debts for the costs mentioned in number 1 are the responsibility of the husband and wife which cannot be billed, this is permissible because the dependents belong to the husband. In addition, if you look at article 4 number 1, which is in accordance with article 141 of the Civil Code, the husband's debt is not the wife's debt.

Seventh, expired/Calculated According to Law, the clothes and jewelery which are in the possession of the Parties, at the time the marriage is terminated or at the time the calculation is held according to law, shall be considered as the property of the party wearing them or considered as the property of the person wearing them, so that these goods will not be calculations are carried out. All kinds of goods for household needs, including furniture for eating, drinking, sleeping, which were in the homes of both parties at the time the marriage was ended or at the time the calculation was held according to law, were considered the
property of the Second Party, so that the goods the goods, will not be held calculation. According to the author in number 1 the marriage agreement may be carried out, because the marriage agreement is related to property ownership. Whereas in number 2 it can be done with the condition that the status of the goods mentioned in that point is a grant.

Eighth, miscellaneous, that in the marriage to be carried out by the Parties, each of them brings innate assets that are known by the Parties, so there is no need to elaborate further in this deed. This article is quite clear because it is contained in Article 2 number 3, in that article it has been detailed what are the assets carried by the Client A1 and A2.

Ninth, domicile, For this deed and all its consequences and its implementation, choose a common and permanent place of residence at the Malang City District Court Registrar's office in Malang. This implementation is carried out at the domicile where the client lives to make it easier to arrange the required documents.

Thus the marriage agreement is made using a notarial deed in order to obtain certainty on the date of making the marriage agreement, because if the marriage agreement is made privately, there will be a possibility that it can change the contents of the marriage agreement and its conditions, this has something to do with the provisions of Article 149 of the Civil Code which explains that, the marriage agreement after the marriage runs in any way, will not be changed. This is intended to protect creditors from being brought together in uncertain conditions, which will harm creditors.

2. Legal Consequences of the Deed of Marriage Agreement for Third Parties

In the marriage agreement besides binding the husband and wife, the marriage agreement is also binding on third parties. In making a marriage agreement, a third party is usually called a creditor. A third party is a person who has an interest in the marriage property of a family, namely the guarantee for its receivables depends more or less on the condition and form of the marriage assets of the first party and the second party, so that in this case a third party is needed.

It is contained in Article 3 of the Deed of Contents of the Marriage Agreement made before a notary regarding Proof of Ownership which reads: Movable property which the parties obtained from and for whatever reason after the marriage took place, must be proven by proof of ownership or written evidence. In the absence of such evidence, the First Party cannot state that the goods are his, while the Second Party can state the existence of these goods or their prices with other evidence in the form of witnesses. If there is no documentary evidence, then for the parties or their heirs, other evidence or general knowledge is considered and accepted as valid evidence. In the event that a dispute arises regarding the ownership of an object in the form of a right to show or a movable object,

As explained in Article 29 paragraph (1) of Law No.1 Year. 1974 concerning Marriage which reads: at the time or before the marriage takes place, both parties to a joint agreement

-------------------------
can enter into a written agreement that is ratified by the Marriage Registration Officer (PPN), after which the contents also apply to third parties as long as the third party is involved.

So that there are consequences for third parties if the marriage agreement is not legalized or registered with the Marriage Registration Officer (PPN) so that the marriage agreement does not have strong power to the creditor, and also if the parties do not confirm when the marriage agreement starts, this will be interpreted as a marriage agreement. started running since the wedding was carried out. If you previously had legal action with a third party, it could create legal issues.\(^{27}\)

So that in this situation the legal consequences for third parties are as long as the marriage agreement has not been registered, it can be considered that the marriage is running with unanimous union of marriage assets. So if there is a husband/wife debt dispute, the handling involves joint assets, because there is no marriage agreement by itself, there are only total assets.

In this provision, the contents of the marriage agreement are only registered in the District Court, namely since the promulgation of the Marriage Law which only applies internally between spouses. A marriage agreement that has been registered with VAT has an effect on the validity of the marriage agreement to a third party. This content, in addition to specifying the husband and wife who made it, is also binding on the creditor. In this case what is meant by creditors are those who are not based on a representation, both representation by law and representation by agreement. Those who belong to this creditor category are closely related to the parties to an agreement.

D. CONCLUSION

The marriage agreement must be drafted using a notarial deed to obtain certainty on the date of making the marriage agreement. The client must also meet the requirements needed in making the marriage agreement deed. If these conditions are not met, there will be a threat of annulment, which can lead to the fact that the couple is considered to have carried out a marriage with the union of assets together. This has something to do with Article 149 of the Civil Code that the marriage agreement, after the marriage takes place in any way may not be changed. The contents of the Deed of Marriage Agreement cannot be changed, because in order to protect third parties so that they are not brought up in an uncertain atmosphere, which can harm them. The legal consequence for third parties is that as long as the marriage agreement has not been registered, it can be considered that the marriage is running by combining marital assets. If there is a debt relationship with the husband or wife, it can be resolved by involving joint property, because there is no marriage agreement by itself, there is only total assets. It is different when it comes to third parties, if the marriage agreement is not registered, then the legal consequences of the marriage agreement do not have binding force to third parties. The researcher suggests that the prospective husband and wife in making a marriage agreement

seek information and clarity in advance regarding the existence, terms and procedures, as well as the positive and negative impacts of a marriage agreement. This must be done in order to avoid demands or lawsuits from other parties who feel aggrieved in the future. The researcher suggests that the Notary continues to provide legal advice as a solution to legal guidance without being asked, if the prospective couple understands the contents of the agreement which can be detrimental to one of the parties.
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